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Comparison of computed radiography and filmÕscreen
combination using a contrast-detail phantom
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The purpose of this work is to compare computed radiography~Kodak CR 400!and
film/screen combination~Speed 400!systems in regards of patient dose, technique
settings, and contrast-detail detectability. A special contrast-detail phantom with
drilled holes of varying diameter~detail!and varying depth~contrast!was utilized.
Various thicknesses of the Lucite sheets were utilized to simulate scattering tissues.
Images of the phantom were acquired using a range of 60–120 kVp for film/screen
and CR with a conventional x-ray tube and then for CR with additional 2 mm
aluminum added filtration to the x-ray beam. The patient entrance skin dose was
measured while maintaining 1.6 o.d. for film/screen images and 1900 Exposure
Index for CR images. CR phantom images were displayed on the diagnostic work-
station for soft copy reading as well as printed on films for hard copy reading on
viewbox. Four physicists evaluated the images by scoring the threshold target depth
along the row of the same target diameter. Detection ratio was calculated by count-
ing the number of detectable targets divided by the total number of targets in the
phantom. The overall score was related to the patient entrance skin dose, kVp, and
the thickness of the scattering material. The patient entrance skin dose was reduced
as the additional aluminum filter was added to the x-ray beam. Our findings sug-
gested using a higher kVp setting and additional added filtration would reduce the
patient entrance skin dose without compromising the contrast-detail detectability,
which was compensated by the contrast manipulation on soft-copy display
workstations. ©2003 American College of Medical Physics.
@DOI: 10.1120/1.1524950#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, computed radiography~CR! has gradually gained its widespread acce
tance as an alternative method to replace the conventional film/screen combination for
image acquisition. In comparison to a film/screen combination, a CR system has adva
including a large dynamic range, reduced repeat rates, digital image storage, and
manipulation.1–3 The disadvantages include reduced spatial resolution and higher start-up co2 It
has been demonstrated that CR has a linear response over four orders of magnitude of r
exposure.1 This allows CR systems to have a high tolerance for variations in radiation expos
For certain clinical applications, such as musculoskeletal radiology, in which the image nois
be compromised, the radiation dose for CR images is lower than the dose neede
film/screen.4,5 However, for the majority of the clinical applications, the radiation dose for CR
greater than the dose for speed 400 film/screen.3,6,7 Therefore, uncertainties remain regarding t
optimal exposure techniques for CR with the best possible image quality and the lowest po
patient radiation dose.

Articles have also been published regarding the performance evaluation of a CR syste7–10
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Much of the work has focused on modulation transfer functions, signal-to-noise ratio, and
tive quantum efficiency analysis, etc. It is shown that the CR systems may have improve
contrast resolution.11 Threshold contrast detail detectability has been the test to assess such
quality of digital radiographic systems.12 The contrast-detail detectability depends upon vario
factors such as the noise, radiation exposure level, spatial resolution, contrast resolution,
response of the observer, etc. Therefore, such tests provide a valuable assessment of th
quality of a digital radiographic system. The ultimate test of the system performance h
involve the diagnostic accuracy using clinical images, which is a difficult and complicated

In this article, a contrast-detail phantom was utilized. A film/screen combination with spee
was included for comparison with the CR system. This article studied the relationship of rad
dose, kVp setting, and contrast-detail detectability of the CR images acquired under v
thicknesses of Lucite sheets used to simulate the tissues that generate scattered radiation

FIG. 1. ~Color! Picture of the contrast-detail phantom.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Diagram of the experimental setup.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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II. METHODS

The contrast-detail phantom13 utilized in this study was custom made as shown in Fig. 1. T
phantom was constructed on a 1 cm thick Lucite sheet with 26.5 cm326.5 cm area size. Holes o
varying diameters and depths were drilled into the Lucite sheet, 15315 holes, for a total of 225
The holes in one direction had a constant diameter but decreasing depth~therefore, decreasing
contrast on the image!. The holes in the other direction had a constant depth~therefore, same
contrast on the image!but decreasing diameter. The target diameter ranged from 0.3 to 8 mm
the target depth ranged from 0.3 to 8 mm.

We imaged the phantom at the table Bucky as shown in Fig. 2. The grid ratio was
Additional Lucite sheets were placed underneath the phantom to simulate the tissues that
ated scattered radiation. The thickness of these Lucite sheets varied from 5, 10, 15, 20, to
simulating different degrees of scattered radiation relative to primary radiation. The x-ray s
to image receptor distance~SID! was initially set at 100 cm for 5 cm Lucite sheets plac
underneath the contrast-detail phantom. The thickness of the Lucite sheets placed undern
phantom was then increased to generate more scattered radiation. The x-ray source to
receptor distance~SID! was adjusted in such a way that the geometrical magnification facto
imaging the phantom remained the same no matter what the distance between the phantom
imaging plate is. The kVp settings varied from 60 to 120 kVp.

FIG. 3. Contrast-detail detectability curve with 1 mR entrance exposure and 15 cm Lucite as the scattering materia
kVp setting. The error bars indicate the varying range of the assessment from four observers.

FIG. 4. Contrast-detail detectability curve obtained with a fixed 1 mR entrance exposure to the CR plates and 15 cm
as the scattering material but varying kVp settings from 60–120 kVp.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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The CR system utilized for this study consisted of Kodak GP-25 PSP plates and a Kodak
400 reader. Although this particular Kodak CR model was recently superseded by newer m
~CR800 and CR900!, the image quality specifications were equivalent for all three syste
design.14 The same algorithms were utilized for exposure index, and the same definition w
speed. In addition, the image processing was the same for all three models.14 The CR cassette siz
utilized in this study was 35343 cm with a matrix size of 204832500; thus, the pixel size wa
0.17 mm. Before we made the exposure to the CR plates, the entrance exposure to the C
after penetrating through the grid was measured. A lead sheet was placed behind the ion c
to eliminate back-scattered radiation. By adjusting the mAs, three levels of radiation exp
were determined: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mR. The images were then printed with an Imation Dryv
laser camera unto film using a fixed window width of 900 and the proper window level adju
to maintain an optical density of 1.6. The hard copy images were read blindly by four experi
physicists. The threshold depth of the target was scored along each row of the same
diameter. Images were also taken using a speed 400 film/screen system~Fuji HG-1 intensifying
screen and Kodak TMG-RA-1 film!for comparison with the images obtained from the CR syste
The films were processed in a Kodak M6B processor with seasoned Picker S-Type chem
35 °C. The film density was controlled to be around 1.6 o.d. for all the images on films.
entrance skin exposure~ESE!was measured for all images at the surface of the phantom us
MDH 1015C meter with a 1035 – 6 ionization chamber. The ESE was measured free-in-air
the back-scattered radiation from the phantom was not excluded.

In order to study the advantages of using the CR system with higher kVp and more pene
x-ray beam, the above tests were repeated on the CR system using extra 2 mm aluminum
filter to harden the x-ray beam. To take advantage of the data manipulation in image displa

FIG. 5. Contrast-detail detectability curve obtained with a fixed 1 mR entrance exposure to the CR plates and 70
varying thickness of the scattering material from 5 cm Lucite to 25 cm Lucite sheets.

FIG. 6. Detection ratio is compared between the film/screen and CR systems. Observer assessments of CR ima
performed using hard copies.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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soft copies were read by the four observers on a set of Gray-scale monitors with a matrix
1 k31.5 k and the maximum luminance of about 180 cd/m2. Available tools of the diagnostic
workstation were employed to manipulate the digital image data and optimize the image d
The images were scored for the number of visible low contrast objects. The scores obtaine
the CR images were compared with the scores obtained from the film/screen images. The e
skin exposure~ESE!was also measured and compared.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the Rose model,15 there is an inverse relationship between the target size and
square of contrast for comparable detection,

SNR25C2NA,

whereSNRis the target signal-to-noise ratio,C is the target contrast,N is the number of detected
photons per unit area, andA is the target area projected on image. This is true if the image sys
is ideal. However, in reality, the detectability of a contrast-detail target is more complicated
measured the curves of threshold depth versus target diameter under various conditions.
target size increased, the shallower threshold depth could be visualized; subtler contra
detectable when the target size was bigger. Figure 3 shows a curve of threshold depth versu
diameter at 80 kVp using a CR system with 1 mR exposure to the CR plate and 15 cm Lu
the beam to simulate the tissues for scattered radiation. The error bars in this figure indica
variability range from maximum to minimum scores from four observers.

FIG. 7. Exposure index for the Kodak CR system is plotted as a function of kVp.

FIG. 8. The entrance skin exposure measured at the surface of the phantom is plotted as a function of kVp. The film
was controlled at 1.6 o.d. for the film/screen system and the exposure index was controlled at 1900 units for the CR
The added filtration was the same for both the film/screen and CR systems.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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Figure 4 shows the effect of kVp settings on the contrast-detail detectability. The curve m
towards the lower left corner indicated better contrast-detail detectability. As the kVp was red
the overall detectability improved. This might be due to the fact that the scatter-to-primary
tion ratio reduced with a decreasing kVp. As the scatter-to-primary ratio diminished, the i
contrast improved. Although the subject contrast improved as the effective x-ray energy re
this improvement was minor because the energy range studied in this article was in the Co
scattering predominant range for Lucite and air. Figure 5 shows the effect of scattering Lu
the contrast-detail detectability. The scatter-to-primary ratio reduced with a decreasing thic
of the Lucite sheets. Therefore, the contrast-detail detectability improved with a decrease
thickness of Lucite sheets.

To further understand the relationship between the contrast-detail detectability and th
setting, the scattering material thickness, and the radiation to the CR plates, we defined a de
ratio, R,

R5n/225,

wheren was the number of the detected targets assessed by the observer and 225 was
number of targets on the phantom. Figure 6 shows the average detection ratio obtaine
images with 15 cm Lucite sheets underneath the contrast-detail phantom. The error bars i
the variability range from maximum to minimum scores from the four observers. The expos
the CR plates was set at three different values: 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mR. Observer assessmen
images were performed using hard copies for this set of the images. As the exposure to
plates increased, the detection ratio increased. Comparing the film/screen system with t

FIG. 9. ESE comparison of CR and film/screen systems. An extra 2 mm aluminum filter was added for CR image
the ESE for the CR system was similar to the ESE for the film/screen system.

FIG. 10. Detection ratio comparison between CR and film/screen systems. Observer assessments of CR ima
performed using soft copies, and the tools for image data manipulation and display were used. Different thickne
Lucite sheets were used to simulate various degrees of scattered radiation.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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system, the film/screen had better detection ratio when the exposure to the CR plate wa
However, this margin narrowed as we increased kVp and even reversed when the kVp wa
high, as shown in Fig. 6. As the kVp increased, the detection ratio diminished. Nevertheles
degradation was less significant in CR images than in film/screen images.

For the Kodak CR system, a parameter called the exposure index~EI! was used to indicate the
proper signal level of the photo-simulated phosphor plates. In clinical applications, this exp
index was utilized to monitor whether or not an appropriate radiation level was received by th
plate. Unfortunately, this exposure index was dependent upon the added filtration of the
beam. According to the Kodak protocol, the exposure index should be calibrated to 2000 for
exposure at 80 kVp with a filter of 0.5 mm copper and 1 mm aluminum in the x-ray beam
definition of the exposure index was as following under the conditions mentioned above:16

Exposure index51000 log~E!12000.

As shown in Fig. 7, the exposure index was measured 2010 on our system at 80 kVp w
Kodak designated filtration and 1 mR exposure. If the filter was changed to 5 cm Lucite she
mR exposure to the CR plate produced an image with the exposure index of only 1711. A
thickness of Lucite increased, the exposure index increased. This exposure index was al
dependent, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, if the exposure index was fixed, the radiation
received by a CR plate varied according to the attenuating materials in the x-ray beam an
settings. For the next experiment, the film density was maintained as close as possible to 1
and the exposure index of the CR images was maintained as close as possible to 1900 for t
comparison.

The entrance skin exposure~ESE! for all the images were measured at the surface of
phantom. Since the nominal relative speed of the CR system16 was 200 as compared to the spe
400 film/screen system, the ESE was less for the film/screen system for most images. F
shows the entrance skin exposure as a function of kVp with 15 cm Lucite.

In order to reduce the ESE for CR systems, a hardened x-ray beam was utilized by add
extra 2 mm aluminum filtration in the beam. As shown in Fig. 9, the ESE for the CR system w
had a lower speed was made to be close to the ESE for the film/screen system if an extra
aluminum filter was added for CR imaging. Therefore, a hardened x-ray beam was desira
CR images in order to reduce patient entrance skin exposure. Usually a hardened x-ray
compromised the contrast. Nevertheless, soft copy readings of CR images could take advan
various tools of image data manipulation and image display so that the contrast-detail detec
would still be acceptable. In Fig. 10, detection ratioR was shown against kVp settings from
observer assessments on film/screen images and soft copy readings of CR images. Variou
nesses of Lucite sheets were placed underneath the contrast-detail phantom to simulate d
degrees of scattered radiation. The results showed that the detection ratio was better w
images.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The wide dynamic range of a CR system allows a high tolerance for variations in exp
techniques.1,7 Typically, as we reduce the radiation exposure, the resultant image has more
Therefore, optimal exposure techniques are needed to ensure the best image quality at the
possible patient exposure. This article compared computed radiography~Kodak CR Model 400!
and film/screen combination~speed 400!systems in regards to patient dose, technique setti
and contrast-detail detectability. We conclude from the above study that~i! the low contrast
detectability worsens as the scatter-to-primary (S/P) radiation increases.S/P is directly related to
the kVp and the thickness of the Lucite sheets. As the kVp increases,S/P increases; thus, the
contrast detail detectability reduces. As the thickness of the Lucite sheets increases,S/P increases;
thus the contrast detail detectability reduces. However, comparing the CR with the film/scre
find this reduction is less severe in CR images than in film/screen images.~ii! Regarding the
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 4, No. 1, Winter 2003
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radiation dose, the speed of CR plates is approximately 200, which is half of the speed of a r
film/screen combination used in clinical applications, although this speed is highly task depe
If an extra 2 mm filtration is added for CR imaging, the patient entrance skin dose can be re
considerably without compromising the contrast-detail detectability which was compensat
the contrast manipulation on soft-copy display workstations.
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